Boundary condition effects on the dynamic and electric properties of hydration layers.
Water solvation has a central role in several biochemical processes ranging from protein folding to biomolecular recognition and enzyme catalysis. Because of its importance, the structure and dynamics of hydration layers around biological macromolecules have been the targets of a great number of experimental and computational studies. In the present contribution, we have investigated the effects of periodic boundary conditions (PBCs), as used in conjunction with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, on the dynamic and electric properties of water layers. In particular, we have systematically performed MD simulations of neat water and biomolecules in aqueous solutions by imposing a different external dielectric constant, a generally overlooked parameter in PBC simulations. The effect of the system size has also been addressed. Overall, our results consistently indicate that the dipole moment properties of water layers, and specifically the dipole moment fluctuations and the reorientational correlation functions, can be sensitive to the choice of the external boundary conditions, whereas other molecular properties, such as the self-diffusion coefficient and the reorientational relaxation times, are not affected. We think that our investigation may help to assess appropriate simulation conditions for modeling the aqueous environment of relevant biochemical systems and processes.